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YQL. I TmTlS^ 10. YIT.
THE QUESTIOIT OF OBLIGATION.
BT BEV, JOHN P. BROOKS.
A truth which it is well to remember is, that the obligations of Grod's
law rest equally upon all his creatures, and that every one, whether
converted or unconverted, is under a most rigid and most uncompro
mising accountability to do all that God commands, and to he all that
(rod requires. The obligation to obey Clod, and to keep his command
ments�to abstain from sin and to practice holiness�rests with as per
emptory a force upon the impenitent sinner as upon the obedient be
liever. There is no ditference in the relation sustained to the divine
law by the converted and the unconverted, so far as the oUigation of
each to obey that law is concerned. Sinners sometimes say,
" I am
no professor of religion�if I was, I would be under obligation to quit
sinning. It would thm be my duty to leave off swearing and Sabbath-
breaking, and lying, and drunkenness. "When I become religious, I
will oease from all my evil ways, because then I will be brought under
obligations to leave off sinning, and to lead a better life." What mis
taken presumption ! As if the sinner was under no obligation to love
God and to do his will, so long as he keeps on sinning; and as if he
only came under such an obligation when he assumes a profession of
religion.. Isn't that swearer^ who never utters the name of his Maker
but in the way of blasphemy, under precisely the same obligation to
glorify God with his tongue as t\iQprayioigman^ who never utters the
name of his Maker but with reverence and praise ? Isn't that Sablath-
brealcer, who habitually profanes God's holy day, under precisely
the same obligation to keep that day holy as is the child of God, who
devotes the hours of the Sabbath to prayers and praises, and to the
duties of worship ? Unquestionably. The difference is, that the one
practically ignores the obligation, (which has ever existed.) and the
other constantly recognizes it. With the one, the obligation is wick-
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edly disregarded, with, the other the obligation is obediently regarded.
By the one, the obligation is forgotten and neglected, by the other it
is remembered and obeyed. Every Christian at once sees the truth
of this. Otherwise, how can God justly condemn the sinner ? If,
while continuing in sin, he is under no obligation to obey God, how
can he be condemned for not doing what he is under no obligation
dof
Equally true is it, that every justified man is under the same obli-
gation to be holy that the sanctified believer is. Precisely the same
difference exists here as in the other case. ISTot that there is any dif
ference in the relation which the merely justified and the wholly sanc
tified believer sustains to the law of God, which requires all be to holy^
so far as the obligation of each to be holy is concerned. The sanctified
child of God is under no stronger obligation to be holy than the mere
ly justified believer, but the former acknowledges and obeys the obli
gation, while the latter, so long as he refuses to seek holiness, (^^soms
and disobeys the obligation. We say he disowns the obhgation. We
mean that he does so practically, just as the unconverted sinner does
in the other case. How common is it to hear Christians say,
" I do
not profess holiness�if I did I would not live as 1 do. I would prac
tice more self-denial ; I would be less worldly-minded ; I would prac
tice more charity. When I take upon me the solemn obligation of a
holy life, I will strive to be a holy man." What can a Christian man
mean by talking of " taking upon him" the obligation to be holy ?�
The OBLiGATioisr is already upon him�God jplaced it there! It is
now upon him, and it will never be removed, and neither can it be dis
regarded without guilt. God places upon every believer the obligation
to be holy�to be holy now. Let us be consistent. Let us not con
demn sinners for their presumption in disowning divine obligation,
while we ourselves do the very same.
" Happy is he that condemneth
not himself in that thing which he alloweth."
Is the requirement that God makes of the sinner, " Eepent and be
converted," niore explicit, more imperative than the command
" Be
ye holy ?"' If we blame the sinner for neglecting divine obligation,
and warn him of the consequences of such neglect and disobedience,
do we not as unequivocally condemn ourselves for a similar neglect
and disobedience, while refusing to be holy ? And have we not, too,
equal reasons for fearing the consequences of such disobedience ?
Can we always retain our justified relation and state, and live on
indifferently, disregarding the divine commandment ? Oh ! we fear
that many have lost the witness of acceptance, and gone back iiito a
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life of sin, as tlie penalty of long-continued neglect of God's command
ment, and disobedience to the divine order. Dear brother, sister,
look to your state�hear the divine voice-�yield to the divine order�
and. seek at once�now�^that perfect conformity to the divine will,
without which your final salvation cannot be secured. Remember :
"Without HOLINESS no man can see the Lord," God help you to
arise and be holy now !
LETTERS Oir HOLY LIVIlTG.
BY J. J. FLEHAETT.
Holy living requires 1st, a correct " walk." This is really essential
to holiness. Apparently it may exist without holiness of heart, but
really external purity depends on internal purity. Every one profess
ing holiness should strive for outmard holiness�not absolute perfec
tion, but such a strict observance of all obligations plainly incumbent
on professors of religion, as will create an impression favorable to the
cause of Christianity. Some, undoubtedly honest seekers after holi
ness, become so completely absorbed in the subject of " inward puri
ty," as to quite overlook the importance of " external purity. '
The moralist, regarding religion more as external than internal,
takes advantage of this "Weakness," and invests /m " fia^wmZ" reli
gion with the adornment of true religion. He takes the " shadow"
for " substance," but makes that shadow so perfect that the wicked are
deceived by the "device," and prejudiced against the true religion .
Christians must unmask this false shadow of the true substance, by
furnishing the true photograph of internal piety, neatly developed in
a correct and chaste walk. But this cannot be done by mere afecta^
iion, backed by all the religious enthusiasm of fanaticism. If we
w<juld seem holy, we must he holy.
M. This holiness of life implies entire cons&cration to God. 1st,'�
of talents. We must study to develop all our resources. If a minis
ter, must continue to study with reference to our " high calling." If
a physieiara, merchant, musician, statesman. Sabbath-school teacher,
mother, wife, we must make the most of our position. God can make
us eminently useful in any or all these positions. The highestpossible
good should be our aim. This implies, 2d, a " consecration''' of time.
Very many professors of mllgioo place too low a value on time ; but
this error is not so commoji to seekers of holiness as the habit of self-
abuse�robbing the body of needed rest, or the mind of recreations
actually necessary, by keeping it on a perpetual stretch. Time is to
be CQTmcrated, not to be spent in mere musings on the Divins good-
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ness. These sublime flights of faith are necessary when we have a
" case^'' to present before the Divine Throne, as Jacob had when he
wrestled all night, or the Eedeemer of men had when forty days and
nights were spent in prayer and fasting. Watching is necessary�fer
vent prayer is necessary�but to spend hours in general petition, or
religious reverie, when we should be working, may lead some to think
themselves holy, but will not lead souls to Christ. " Faith without
works is dead." Time must be improved. Some of the sublimest
answers to prayer known to the church, were made in answer to
prayer of remarkable brevity. Mr. Wesley, while journeying to con
ference on one occasion, found if the wind did not become more favor
able for the vessel, it would be impossible to reach it in time for the
session, and proposed prayer, and in about two minutes made a petition
that gained access to the Divine Throne, and in a few moments
brought the gentle breeze to speed them on their way. The majority
do not pray enough, and waste precious time that might be spent in
prayer with great profit. We should redeem all the time for prayer
we can, and at the same time spend no more time than is necessary in
the discharge of this delightful duty.
3d. Holy living implies work. ISTo idler can be holy. 1. Mental
worK The Christian must " Icnow as well as feel?'' Christianity is
a great " developer" and " educator." Row it quickened the minds of
the Wesleys, so that they read everything worth reading, and wrote
on almost every subject. So of our pioneer bishop and his " coad
jutors." How they performed so much travel and yet found time to
grasp the
" strong points" of literature, is a mystery to those who
have never felt the soul-quickening power of this " call" to the minis
try. Holiness and ignorance are incompatible, not that any new faculty
is bestowed upon its possessor, but if this holiness is genuine, it will
quicken the slumbering energies of power already possessed, until
the pent up fires of the soul leap forth in " crackling" flames, that
burn and flash with electric glow. Holiness of life implies worlc�not
simply an occasional experiment, on this or that plan"�but solid,
determined work for God. God " has no experiment," and does not
require them of us. His command is, " go work in my vineyard."
Honest woi-k creates an appetite for spiritual food, and a thirst tor the
"crystal "-clear fountain. Many "gloomy, halting" professors, need
most of all things, to go to work for God and humanity, and work
on and on, until spiritual health returns. Oh ! this " work" mean^
something. We are not to be mere enthusiasts, " expecting the end
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without using the means." We must penetrate the hearts of sinners
and assail them where they are least fortified.
To do this we need all the " sense and grace we have." The "wis
dom of the serpent" is needed in the accomplishment of our work.
1^0 exact "rules" for general observance can be given. Everyone
is to do something for the advancement of Christianity. Each one
should adopt such a system of working as is hest adapted to their pe
culiar talents. No opportunity for doing good is to be neglected.�
ISTot that the Christian is to be always talking on one subject, but the
one great subject is to be uppermost in the mind, so that on proper
occasions a " testimony" for the Master will " crop out." This may
be in a word�a laugh or smile, a look�a slight reproof, and yet do
more good than a prosy sermon, or poetical prayer of " sentiment."
Oh ! for tlie Divine power which prepares for this business of
" holy
living."
DEFECTIVE PIETY IN THE CHURCHES.
BY L.�THE FACT AND CAUSE.
It is characteristic of the right Christian heart to reach higher and
and go onward in the divine life. The command to
"
grow in grace
and in the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ," instead
of being hard and difficult, only meets the warm aspirations and
glowing hopes of him who truly walks with God. " Let no one
think," says Tauler, of a life of union with God, as recently quoted,
" Let no one think that it is hard to attain thereunto. Although it
sound hard, and is hard at first, as touching the forsaking and dying
to all things, yet when one has reached this state, no life can be easier,
or sweeter, or fuller of pleasures."
And those holy desires cannot be pent up in the breast where they
dwell ; they never spend their energy with the possessor. Even those
medi�eval pietists who were truly the " Friends of God," as they were
called, were not satisfied to obtain the faith of assurance and true
knowledge of God themselves. Though the}'- had only a faint per
ception of the aggressive means and modes of piety, yet aspirations
for something holier and higher in th church were not strangers in
their hearts. The utterance of a holy soul forever is�
" I love thy kingdom Lord,
The house of thine abode."
It is further characteristic of such a mind to discover and lament
any deficiencies among Christians, whereby the spiritual welfare of a
fallen world is affected, and in which the glory of God is concerned.
Whatever retards the conquests of the church, and delays the coming
of Christ's kingdom, is a grief to him who is led by the Holy Spirit.
Hence we find the most holy men of the age do often feel obliged to
portray the defects and sin's of God's people. Their deep conviction
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is that evils must be known to be remedied ; that they must be studied,
to be understood or removed. Concealment or ignorance only multi
plies them in number, degree and extent. For this position scripture,
precept and example are abundant. To know this, it were enough to
know that the God of the Bible is omniscient and holy. He will not
suffer the hurt of the daughter of his people to be healed slightly.
Accordingly, it should not be set down as certainly censorious, when
inquiry is made concerning the present state of religion, if far more
glaring defects are found than many have supposed to exist. The
Kev. John Angell James writes concerning the present condition of
things as follows: "What is the present spiritual condition of the
great bulk of the professors of religion ? Amidst much that is cheer
ing, there is, on the other hand, much that is discouraging and dis
tressing to the more pious observer. We behold a strange combina
tion of zeal and worldly-mindedness ; great activity for the extension
of religion in the earth, united with lamentable indifference to the
state of religion in the soul ; in short, appaeetstt vigok est the ex-
TKBMITIES, WITH A GKOWING TOKPOE AT THE HEAKT."
" The Christian
profession is sinking in its tone of piety ; the line of separation be
tween the church and the world becomes less and less perceptible;
and the character of genuine Christianity, as expounded from the
pulpits and delineated in books, has too rare a counterpart in the lives
and spirit of its professors." (Earnest Ministry, pp. 62 and 63.)
Mr. James is a Congregationalist. The Rev. J. C. Kyle, a distin
guished preacher and author of the English Established Church, says
upon the same subject: " Surely, no man with his eyes open can fail
to see that the Christianity of the JSTew Testament is something far
higher and deeper than the Christianity ofmost professing Christians.
That formal, easy-going, do-little thing,which most people call religiose,
is evidently not the religion of the Lord J esus." (A Word to Church
men, p. 22.)
" But these," it may be said, " are English writers ; they do not de
scribe the piety that prevails in this country." Turn, then, to testi
mony from American writers. In a work recently published by the
" Congregational Board of Publication," entitled " Primitive Piety
Revived," being a prize Essay written by Rev. Henry C. Fish, of the
Baptist Church, and to whom was awarded the premium by Drs.
Humphrey, Ide and Harvey. In that book of such sanction, we find
the bold, accusing statement,, emphatically made, that the piety of
the present day has widely degenerated from the divine standard.''''��
Some of the proofs assigned are, " the inadequate supply of Christian
ministers," the limited " character and extent of Christian effort for
evangelizing the nations," and " the limited success of the Gospel in
Christian lands."
Dr. Jokes, of the Methodist Church of this country, says^: "A holy
church would soon make a holy world. If the church were without
spot or wrinkle, or any such thing, her light could not be hid. When
the church puts on her entire strength, her influence must be trium
phant m the world. When her heart, and hands, and means, and
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influences, are all devoted to God and his cause, her aggressive move-
naents will be mighty, will be world-saving." (Christian Purity, Fos
ter, p. 10.)
The late Dr. Olin, of the same church, speaking of the young men
of the present age, has left behind him the following reproof: " The
church is now barely able to hold its ground against the opposing
forces of sin and error, or to advance with a tardy step to future tri
umphs ; and if it is to be recruited and reinforced by such members
and ministers only as already wield its destinies, it must remain in
essentially the same condition, while the accession of even a few per
sons of deeper piety, and stronger faith, and larger views, might
sweep away the obstacles that retard its progress, and open a career
of unexampled success."
Dr. Wayland, in his noted discourse on " The Apostolic Ministry,"
has the following : " But what is the condition of our churches of all
denominations at this critical moment ? The disciples of Christ seem
to be fast losing the distinctive marks of their profession. Self-deTiial
for the cause of the Redeemer Avill soon become the exception
rather than the rule. In large districts of our country, the admissions
to the churches are not as numerous as the removals by death. In
the mean time, the number of candidates for the ministry is dimin
ishing in all denominations, not relatively, but absolutely. I^ay, it is
diminishing more rapidly than the figures indicate, for of the reputed
number of candidates, a considerable portion never enter the ministry ;
and of those who enter it, a greater and greater number are annually
leaving it for other pursuits."
The lamented Dr. FIareis, of England, has left, as a part of his
legacy to the people of God, these impressive words : " The church
itself requires conversion." The noted missionary, Kincaid, exclaims,
" To the great Head of the Church we must look for a new order of
men�men just as absorbed in winning souls to Christ as worldlings
are in gathering gold." This is testimony enough. No faithful
Christian will, on the whole, wish to dispute it. No intelligent per
son will dare to do it.
But why, we inquire, is this deficiency of piety ? What or where
is the fatal cause ? Is it to be found in the Bible ? Is that defective
either in the precepts given, or in the examples of faith and devotion
recorded ? The examples of holiness are perfect in one being ; they
are far above the present common standard of holiness as given in
the lives of many Bible saints. It was not their inspiration that made
any of them holy. Many uninspired saints of all ages are a reproof
to us. Bat the Scriptures are our guide. No one who believes that
God is holy and that the Bible is his word, will believe or suspect any
deficiency in revalation. Its standard of holiness is the highest pos
sible. It makes no abatement of it, or release from it. Where, then,
does lie the cause of this sad defectiveness ? It must be with pro
fessing Christians ; and when we ask, where in them lies the cause ?
we must answer, in the fact that they do not heartily and fully adopt
the Bible stan(iard of holiness. Great numbers, much of the timo.
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do not try to obey^the command, "Be ye perfect as your Father in
heaven is perfect." They aim at something lower. They disbeheve
in the possibility, or the practicability, or in the practical importance
of obeying the command. They allow themselves often in sin. They
live as though God did not expect them, or even actually require them,
to be perfectly holy. They treat the Bible precepts, on this subject,
as if they were a dead letter. If with all the heart the churches t^ied
to be holy, they would be far more pure and consecrated.�Indpend,
TOO GOOD TO BE LOST.
AN OLD IRISH LADY'S DEFENSE OF SANCTIFICATION AN ANECDOTE OP REY. N. B. GRIFFITH.
"When I traveled as colleague with the Rev. N. B. Griffith, I heard
him relate the following : He said that when he traveled Madison
Circuit, in Indiana, he visited his parents, near Oxford, Ohio. On
his return he staid all night with a brother, and on leaving in the
morning early, he asked where he might find a good place to take
breakfast. The brother said that at a suitable distance he would find
pleasant accommodations, adding : " There will be a doable treat for
you there. The mother of the landlord is an early disciple of John
Wesley ; she heard him preach in Ireland, and she will find you out,
and talk religion all the time as fast as she can."
Brother Grifiith said that he found the place, called for breakfast,
went into the house, drew his big-caped, drab overcoat, and took his
seat. Soon as the aforesaid lady saw his " keel-bottom" close coat,
she recognized him as a Methodist preacher, and drew up her chair,
and commenced her religious conversation, as had been predicted.�
Just then a young lawyer from M , alighted for breakfast, and
seeing the delight of the old lady, and wishing to vex her�for she
was talking of Methodism with all her soul�he commenced ridicul
ing the Methodists strongly, and brother Griffith took the defense of
the Methodists into his own hands, and the old lady sat silently wit
nessing the controversy. The bold scornor went on with his desultory
declamation and irreverent stuff' at a great rate. He finally added :
" The foolishest thing you Methodists hold to is, that you can be pef-
fect. Why ! if a man was to be pure from sin, he could fly off to
heaven faster than a cannon-ball could fly !" " Och !" exclaimed the
old lady, " young mon, ye know nothing about it ; that's glorification
ye are talking about�that's not sanctification at all, so it isn't�if I
know anything about it�for I heard Mr. Wusley preach whin I was
a girl, and teach it from house to house, and for ten long years I
sought the blessing in swate Ireland ; and I walked furteen miles, I
tell ye, till quarterly matin' at dear brother Hamilton's farm house,
and there I fotmd the blessing.' And if I know anything about
it, it turns the divil outen one, and fulls the soul with God ; and thin
it kapes one right down busy to keep the divil out. But see, young
mon, while the divil is out, and the Lord is in, wour peace is like a
river, and wour righteousness is like the waves of the say."
The young lawyer was silent, and the old lady proceeded with the




BY EEV. W. H. EAYBUEN,
JehoYak, tlie Sovereign of tlie universe, tlie Creator of our bodies,
the father of our spirits, the Infinite Lawgiver, has issued the com
mand, " Be ye holy, for I the Lord your God am holy."
Holiness is one of the most glorious attributes of the Divine char
acter, and has been, through eternal ages past, and will be for infinite
cycles to come, a fundamental principal of God's government.
The command to be holy is reasonable, because the provisions to
secure this great perfection of character, are abundant as infinite wis
dom and goodness could devise, and are commensurate with the un
fathomable corruption of our fallen nature.
There is a copartnership of agents, human, angelic and Divine, the
combined effort of which is to bring man to this fountain of purity.
The command is reasonable, because the Divine purpose, manifest
in our creation, is, that we may glorify God in our bodies and spirits
which are his. This we cannot do while we remain in the thraldom
of sin, tainted by its depravity ; but we must be delivered from sin's
terrible bondage, and cleansed from all filthiness of the fiesh and spirit.
This command was first given to the Israelites ; and all will admit
that God would not require of them anything unreasonable. But
their facilities and co-operating influences were less abundant than ours.
To them, the star of hope had but begun to dispel the morning mist
upon the mountain. The dawn of the bright gospel day had just be
gun to paint the golden hues of glory upon the eastern horizon, while
numerous rites and ceremonies, dark shadows, divers washings and
ordinances, only pointed to the substance of religion.
Prophecy was th� only medium by which they could look down
through centuries, and behold the glory of the Son of God.
Lowing herds, bleeding victims, and smoking altars, were God's
finger boards, pointing to Calvary.
The generations of men that live in gospel days, have the accumu
lations of power, light and truth of ages past, conspiring to render
man perfect as his Father in Heaven is perfect.
Sacred history is abundant in portraits of character bearing the im
press of the Divine mould, and exhibiting the power of grace in the
atonement to sanctify the soul, while the stupendous miracles of both
dispensations are full of Divinity, and unprecedented in their revela
tions of savingpower. The impressively instructive tragedy on Mount
Calvary, demonstrating God's hatred to sin, and his love for fallen
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man, revealing a sacrifice fragrant with, merit, infinitely sufficient to
take away the sin of the world, makes the demand reasonable. Upon
the gathered darkness of the ages the full-orbed Sun of Eighteousness
has arisen, and from the infinite circle of his noon-tide splendors, bis
radiant beams permeate the dark realm of universal gloom, affording
light to every man- that cometh into the world. The Holy Ghost has
been given In a fuller and more special sense, as the divine accompa
niment of the written word, omnipresent as atmosphere, traversing
every avenue of human life, quickening every conscience, arousing
every heart, enlightening every mind, and drawing all to the Cross.
Surely with these inexhaustable resources comes increasing respon
sibilities, and correspondingly the justice of the requirement that de
mands as much of us as of former dispensations.
It is reasonable because the happiness of the soul depends upon it.
Such are the character, capabilities and relationships oi the soul, that
in proportion as it becomes holy, it becomes happy.
It is a glorious bestowment oi heavenly mercy, that the weary pant
ing souls of men, to whom all earth seems but a parched desert, can
here find a spirtual oasis, clothed in immortal verdure, in the midst
of which rises the perenial spring of eternal life. The troubled soul,
that like the tempest tossed sea, casts up mire and dirt, can here find
peace that fiows as a river ; the child of earth-born sorrows can here
find joy unspeakable and full of glory.
THE OAGED BIRD,
BY MADAM GUTON, IN PEISON UNDER THE
MOST TRYING CIRCUMSTANCES,
For the testimony of -Jesus.
A little bird I am,
Shut out from the fields of air ,
And in my cage I sit and sing
To Him who placed me there ;
Well pleased a prisoner to bo.
Because, my God, it pleases Thee.
Nought have I else to do;
I sing the whole day long ;
And He whom most I loTe to please,
Doth listen to my song;
He caught and bound my wandering i,�ing,
But still he bends to hear me ging.
Thou hast an ear to hear;
A heart to love and bless,
And, though my notes were e'er so rude,
Thou would'st not hear the less ;
Because thou knowest as they fall.
That LOVE, sweet love, inspires them alh
My cage confines me round ;
Abroad I cannot fly;
But though my wing is closely bound.
My heart's at liberty.
My prison walls cannot control
The flight, the freedom of the soul.
Oh ! it is good to soar.
These bolts and bars abote.
To Him whose purpose I adore.
Whose providence I love;
And in Thy mighty Will to find
The joy, the freedom of the mind.
Death will be terrible to him who dies not in his thoughts daily.
COME TO JESUS. loo
For the Repository of Holiness.
COME TO JESUS.
We often plead vntli Binners to come to Jesus. We urge upon tliem
the absolute necessity of coming at once, in order to salvation. It is
well that we do thus urge them. Away from Jesus, they are in a
perishing condition, sporting on ruin's brink, and it is the duty of
Christians to sound the tocsin of alarm in their ears. But may not
Christians be appropriately admonished to come to Jesus ? How often
we wander ! How often our thoughts and tempers are not such as
God approves ! When they are not, we have gone away from Jesus.
Come to Jesus, then, O pilgrim to Zion ! Come by faith, trustingly,
confidingly. Come as to a friend� the dearest friend I If we were
to meet with our dearest earthly friend, we would tell that one our
trials, sorrows, disappointments, hopes and joys. So we may come
to Christ. He will sympathise with ns in our sorrows, and bid us " be
of good cheer." If we go to him in joy, he will add to that joy by
increasing our capacity for enjoyment ; will enlarge the
" earthen ves
sel," and fill it fall. Whatever bo our condition, coming to Jesas
will result benelicially to us. He delights to do his needy creatures
good. Oh ! what a fullness there is in Jesus ! My soul magnifies the
grace of God when considering the adaptati(-)n of our holy religion to
ail its wants.
The weeping widow may find in coming to Jcsns fullness of conso
lation. The sighing orphan, a better friend than earthly parents, and
the weary pilgrim rest. But the crowning excellence of the matter is
this: all men may find in Jesus a complete, present, full, and eternal
salvation�the cleansing of our hearts from all sin, and consequent
blessed communion with God.
Immediate contact with the Savior is necessary in order to the ap
propriation of his saving merit, and how much this is needed.
" Every moment Lord I need
The merit of thy death."
As "on the last great day of the feast," so Jesus is iio\v standing
with outstretched hands, inviting thirsty souls to come and drink.�
How deep the fountain of his love! With what heavenly patience
he is waiting our arrival at his feet ! O ! with what joy and spotless
purity he will crown thy trembling, approaching, Mieving spirit.
S. L. Hamilto^t.
WhonlTain AmTm7"^b^^ heepcr r it was a confession
of his own crime.
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SECRET PRAYER.
"What blessed words to the soul accustomed to understand their im
port. How gracious the thought, that a little, lone, trembling human
soul, can go when all other ears are closed, and pour its complaint
into the ear of God, and successfully present its plea to the Great Me
diator ! Prayer, the language of want, of desire,, when the spirit is
burdened as the cart beneath its sheaves. Secret prayer, the privilege
of telling all our woe, and opening out the heart so freely, when none
but God is near ! Oh, who can compute the value of such privilege,
or too highly estimate the importance of improving it.
Each individual Christian, by keeping a record of his own experi
ence, may ascertain that, ordinarily, in.proportion as secret prayer has
been neglected or attended to, in that proportion has the soul become
depressed or elevated in the tone of its spiritual life.
All retrograde movements in religion are preceded, and accom
panied by neglects of this duty. How many thousands of our dear
brethren and sisters, are in mourning over their own desolations and
barrenness of soul, and attributing their spiritual loss to satanic
agency, or the influence of unfruitfulness, when in reality the prime
cause of their backsliding is found in their disobedience to divine or
der, in failing to converse with God alone.
What strength of soul can be attained in the closet. What depths
of purity, what light from Heaven, what victories over our enemies,
can be secured, by lingering persistently, in converse with God alone !
" I love in solitude to shed
The penitential tear.
And all his promises to plead
When none but God can hear." H. L. F.
THE ALMIGHTY SAVIOR.
If trembling sinners only kne'w the person who has undertaken to
be a Savior, it would dispel all their fears. He is the brightness of
God's glory and the express image of his person. He is the peerless,
matchless son of God, that has undertaken to stand for us. He is
the maker of the world, he that sees the end from the beginning.�
" By him were all things made." He made the sun, moon and stars.
He made the solid earth. He upholds all things by the word of his
power. Do you think he would fail in any undertaking ? Do you
think if he engages to be a shield for sinners, that he will not be
enough to cover them ? O be ashamed of your unbelief.
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" SEEK CHRIST RATHER THAN EXPERIENCES."
BY A COXGEEGATIONAL MIXISTER.
The great principle of spiritual life is re-union with Christ. This
is everything. It brings us where we have no anxieties about the
state of our own sensibilities, and where we are in no hurry to be
brought into the enjoyment of experiences which we have admired m
others, but not yet possessed ourselves.
Our Lord taught usj both by precept and example, to say,
" Thy
will be done." This is- the highest experience that a Christian can
come to�even the experience of an entire submission to God's will.
This is more virtuous than enjoyment, and more pleasing to God than
any inward delight we can possibly have. It is perfect love in its
most perfect modification.
Spiritual illuminations and enjoyments are very delightful, and are
often a great help to holy souls. It is God's will, at times, to make
his goodness pass before us, as in the case of Moses, so that our souls
are filled with ecstasy, and our faces shine with inward glory. But
such things are occasionah They may be asked for if the Holy Spirit
lay it upon us, and plainly constrain us to ask for them. But I think
we should be very clear about this, and beware lest we yield to a sel
fish desire for our own gratification, and that we may have some
thing so brilliant and notable that we shall be highly esteemed for it.
Ordinarily I think it better not to ask for special spiritual manifesta
tions, but leave it to God to do as he will. We shall have abundance
of these when we get home to glory; and, if God sees best, he will
give us somewhat of them here ; but it was evidently intended that
we should not live by them here. We are to live by faith, and they
are sight. They endangered Paul's stability, and God took them
away and sent the thorn in their place, lest his servant should get up
out of the dust and become useless.
We are not to be perfected by manifestations; but we must be
" as
our Master ;" and he was " made perfect through sufi'ering." If God
gixes us delightful manifestations, let us praise him and be thankful,
and make the best use of them. If he does not bestow them, let us
quietly trust in him. The whole lesson consists in this : Seek Jesus,
abide in him, make him your all, and let him order your experience
as he will.�Gidde and Beauty,
There is no employment, no joy, no society, no place in heaven for
an unholy man. Heaven would be no heaven to the man whom the
cross has not made holy.
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THE DEMONIAC OP GADARA.
I imagine I see liim going through the city, crying�" O yes ! 0
yes ! O yes !�Please to take notice of me, the demoniac among the
tombs. I am the man who was a terror to tlie citizens of this place
�that wild man who would wear no clothes, and that no man could
bind. Here am I, now, in my right mind. Jesus Christ, the friend
of sinners, had compassion on me. He remembered me when I was
in my low estate�when there was no eye to pity, and no hand to save.
He cast out the devils and redeemed my soul from destruction."
Most wonderful must have been the surprise of the people, to hear
such proclamation. The ladies running to the windov/s, the shoema
kers throwing their lasts one way and their awls another, running out
to meet him and to converse with him, that they might be positive
there was no imposition, and found it to be a fact that could not be
contradicted. " O, the wonder of all wonders ? Never was there
such a thing !"�must, I think, be the general conversatiou.
And while they are talking, and everybody having something to
say, homeward goes the man. As soon as he comes in sight of the
house, I imagine I see one of the children running in, and crying�
" O, mother ! father is coming�he will kill us all !" " Children,
come all into the house," sajs the mother. "Let us fasten the doors*
I think there is no sorrow like my sorrow !" says the broken-hearted
woman. " Are all the windows fastened, children ?" " Yes, mother."
" Mary, my dear, come from the window�don't be standing there."
"Why, mother, 1 can hardly beheve it is father ! The man is well-
dressed." " O yes, my dear children, it is your own father. I knew
him by his walk the moment I saw him." Another child stepping to
the window says,
" Why, mother, I never saw father coming home
as he does to~day. He walks on the foot-path and turns round
the corner of the fence. He used to come towards the house as
straight as a line, over fences, ditches, and hedges ; and I never saw
him walking as slow as he does now."
In a few moments, however, he arrives at the door of the house,_to
the great terror and admiration of all the inmates. He gently tries
the dour, and finds no admittance. He pauses a moment, steps to--
wards the window, and says in a low, firm, and melodious voice�
" My dear wife, if you will let me in, there is no danger. I will not
hurt you. I bring' you glad tidings of great joy." The door is re
luctantly opened, as it were between joy and fear. Having dehber-
ately seated himself he says : " I am come to show you what great
things God has done for me. He loved me with an eternal love.�
He redeemed me from the curse of the law and the threatenings of
vindictive justice. He saved me from the power and dominion of sin.
He cast out the devils out of my heart, and made that heart, which
was a den of thieves, the temple of the Holy Spirit. I cannot tell you
how much I love the Savior. Jesus Chirst is the foundation of my
hope, the object of my faith, and the centre of my affections. I can
venture my immortal soul upon him. He is my best friend. _ He is
altogether lovely�the chief among ten thousand. He is my wisdom,
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righteousness, sanctitication and redemption. There is enough in him
to make a poor sinner rich, and miserable sinner happy. His flesh
and blood is my food^�his righteousness my wedding garment and his
blood is ethcacious to cleanse me from all my sins. Through him I
can obtain eternal life ; for he is the brightness of the Father's glory,
and the express image of his person : in whom dwelleth all the full
ness of the Godhead bodily. He deserves my highest esteem and my
warmest gratitude. Unto him who loved me with an eternal love,
and washed me in his own blood, unto him be the glory, dominion,
and power, for ever and ever ! For he has rescued my soul from hell.
He has plucked me as a brand out of the burning. He took me out
of the miry clay, and out of a horrible pit. He set my feet upon a
rock, and established my goings, and put in my mouth a new song of
praise and glory to him ! Glory to him forever !�Glory to God in
the highest !�Glory to Gdd forever and ever ! Let the whole earth
praise him ! Yea, let all the people praise him ?"
It is beyond the power of the strongest imagination to conceive the
joy and gladness of this family. The joy of seafaring men delivered
from shipwreck; the joy of a man delivered from a burning house ;
the joy of not being found guilty to a criminal at the bar ; the joy of
receiving pardon to a condemned malefactor ; the joy of freedom to
a prisoner of war, is nothing in comparison to the joy of him who is
delivered from going down to the pit of eternal destruction. For it is
a joy unsjpeakable and full of glory.�Christmas Evans.
HOLINESS m LITTLE THmGS.
" Did a holy life consist of one or two noble deeds�some signal
specimen of doing, or enduring, or suflering�we might account for
the failure, and reckon it small dishonor to turn back in such a con
flict. But a holy life is made up of a multitude of small things. It
is the little things of the hour, and not the great things of the age,
that fill up a life like that of Paul and John, like that of Rutherford,
or Brainard, or Martin. Little words, not eloquent speeches or ser
mons; little deeds not miracles, nor battles, nor one heroic actor
mighty martyrdom, make up the true Christian life. The little con
stant sunbeam, not the lightning ; the waters of Siloah, ' that go softly'
in their meek mission of refreshment, not ' the waters of the river
great and many,' rushing down in torrent noise and force, are the true
symbols of a holy life. The avoidance of little evils, little sins, little
inconsistencies, little weaknesses, little follies, little indiscretions and
imprudences, little foibles, little indulgences of self and of flesh, little
acts of indolence or indecision, or slovenliness or cowardice, little
equivocations or aberrations from high integrity, httle touches of
shabbiness and meanness, little bits of covetonsness and peuurious-
ness, little exhibitions of wordliness and gayety, little indifferences to
the feelings or wishes of others, little outbreaks of temper, or crossness
or selfishness, or vanity; the avoidance of such little things as these
goes far to make np at least the negative beauty of a holy life. And
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then, attention to the little duties of the day and hour, in public trans-
actions, or private dealings, or family arrangements ; to little words
and looks, and tones; little benevolences, or forbearances, or tender
nesses; little self-denials, and self-restraints, and self-forgetfulness ;
little plans of quiet kindness and thoughtful consideration for others ;
to punctuality and method, and true aim, in the ordering of each day
�these are the active developments of a holy life, the rich and divine
mosaics of which it is composed. "What makes yon green hill so beau
tiful ? JSTot the outstanding peak or stately elm, but the bright sward
which clothes its slopes, composed of innumerable blades of slender
grass. It is of small things that a great life is made up ; and he who
will acknowledge no life as great, save that which is built up of great
things, will find little in Bible characters to admire or copy."
Albert Baenes on the Atonement.�For one, I hold no doctrine,
and never can hold any, which will seem to be inconsistent with the
free and full offer of salvation to every human being, or which will
bind my hands, or palsy my tongue, or freeze my heart, when I stand
before sinners to tell them of a dying Savior. I have no fellow-feel
ing for any other Gospel ; I have no right hand of fellowship to extend
to any scheme that does not teach that God sincerely offers all the
bliss of heaven to every child of Adam�be he a Gaffrarian, a Hin
doo, a Laplander, a beggar or a king ; a man of wealth, learning and
respectability, or an abandoned wretch ; to the man that by the grace
of God will ultim^ately reach heaven, and to the man that, by his own
fault, will wander forever as an outcast on the plains of despair. The
scheme of salvation I regard as offered to the world, as freely as the
light of heaven, or the rains that burst upon the mountains, or the
swellings of broad rivers and streams, or the bubblings of fountains
in the desert.
The almightiness of God now moved in a human arm. The infi
nite love of God now beat in a human heart. The compassion of
God to sinners now glistened in a human eye. God was love before,
but Christ was love covered over with flesh. Just as you have seen
the sun shining through a colored rainbow. It is the same light still,
and yet it shines with a mellowed lustre.
* - * * Never did beggar stand longer at a rich man's gate, than
Jesus the Almighty Savior, stands at the gate of sinful worms. But
his patience with his own is still more wonderful ; they know his pre-
ciousness, and yet will not let him in ; their sin is all the greater, and
yet he waits to be gracious.
Glorious God accept a heart
That pants to sing thy praise.
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SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING,
ITS KELATION TO OHEISTIAN PEEEECTION.�BY EEV. F, G. HIBBAED.
TJie doctrine of spiritual understanding also sheds light upon the
question of the imta/ntmieous reception of the blessing ofperfect love.
It may be laid down as a universal rule, that a person can never be
made perfect in grace, or receive instantaneous answers to prayer, in
a degree beyond the reach of his understanding of spiritual things*
By a knowledge of the spiritual claims of the law, he must be made
sensible of his duty ; by a knowledge of his own heart, his native de
pravity, and his real character and life, he must be made sensible of
his wants ; by a knowledge of the promises of God in their fullness,
their adaptations and their conditions, he must be brought to believe
in the all-suiiiciency and freeness of the atonement; and with this en
lightenment of his understanding, if his desires and purposes are also
equal to the act, he is prepared to lay hold, by faith, of the divine Sa
vior, and receive now, in this instant of time, through faith, a full
salvation.
Persons are often urged to pray for and expect a full salvation from
all sin, the fullness of perfect love, now � to believe nov: on the Lord
Jesus Christ, for the cleansing of the heart and the witness of perfect
love. This is always right, and always evangelical, on the supposition
that the mind is enlightened by the Holy Spirit to see its wants, its
duty and its high and holy privilege in Christ Jesus. If the soul has
examined itself, searched the written word of God, and sought to
know the right way, even to know all the will of God ; and if, in this
spirit of humble and unreserved inquiry to know and prove the "good
and acceptable and perfect will of God," it is enabled to see "what is
the hope of his calling, and what the exceeding greatness of his power
to US-ward who believe," in that moment, I say, the fullness of salva
tion may be received, and will be received, instantaneous as the fire
from heaven, upon Elijah's altar, or as the answer of Pentecost, when
" SUDDENLY there came a sound from heaven, and there appeared
cloven tongues like as of fire, and thet weee all filled with the
Holy Ghost."
Indeed, this sudden answer of prayer is so clearly an established
truth in the Bible, that we need not here pause to prove it. It is the
peculiar glory of our religion. When Jesus speaks, immediately the
efibct follows�heaven and earth obey, spirits are cast out, the sick are
healed, the dead are raised.
This doctrine also naturally arises from the doctrine of salvation by
faith. "According to your faith belt unto you." "All things are
possible to him that believeth." Now faith is the
" evidence of tilings
not seen." Faith, in its intellectual exercise, discerns the promise
and the atonement in all their fullness, and as a moral exercise it con
centrates the desire and the will in one final act of unreserved trust or
reliance, for all that promised grace.
" According to your faith !"�
What a fullness of meaning in that Avord " according^ Up to the
measure and limit of your faith, just as far as your faith sees, just as
far as it ventures and relies, just so far " shall it be done unto vou."
3
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Blessed encouragement ! Trembling believer, venture thj all upon
Christ this moment, and this moment thou shalt receive the fullness
of his saving power. Art thou ready ? In the searching words of
Christ we ask, " "Wilt thou be made whole ?" Christ is ready, he
stands, he calls you. As the publican received instantaneous pardon,
and "went down to his house justified," though he had come to the
temple a sinner, so may you now receive all that your faith clahns in
Jesus' name.
Thus you see how far sanctification of the spirit is instantaneous,
and how far gradual. It is gradual so far as the preparatory work is
concerned�the work of conviction and the process of the mental work
ing, until the soul is able to believe with all its power of confidence
in Jesus Christ. It is instantaneous, so far as the consummating act
is concerned. There is a moment when the prayer is fully answered,
and God says to the soul, " I will : be thou clean." Nor will the spirit
ever bestow grace upon an ignorant soul. Religion is light as weU
as love. " God is light, and in him is no darkness at all. If we say
we have fellowship with him and walk in darkness, we lie and do not
tell the truth." The inquiry, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do ?"
is an inquiry after light. It is the soul seeking after knowledge pre
paratory to obedience, or to the fulfillment of the will of God. There
is a temerity, an irreverence, in praying for holiness as a blessing to
be now enjoyed, while the mind is not humhly and prayerfully intent
upon knowing all the will of God, all the nature and depths of that
holiness, and*" is not habitually and candidly using all the appointed
means for acquiring this knowledge.
Rest assured, brother, that no earnest praying, no loud or long
praying, for any state of inward enjoyment, no outward professione
of desire for holiness, can atone for the want of a candid, careful, con
stant reading of Scripture, accompanied with the fervent prayer,
I am thy servant, give me understanding that I may know thy
testimonies. I will praise thee with uprightness of heart, when I
shall have learned thy righteous judgments. Open thou mine eyes
that I may behold wonderous things out of thy law. Blessed art thou,
O Lord, teach me thy statutes."�Psalm 119: 33, 34, _ 66, 125.
For, as God is true, " If thou criest after knowledge, and lift up thy
voice for understanding ; if thou seekest her as silver, and searchest
for her as for hid treasures, then shalt thou understand the fear of the
Lord, and find the knowledge of God. Por the Lord giveth wisdom :
out of his mouth knowledge and understanding."�Prov. 2 : 4-6.
One Scripture may seem to clash with this view we have taken. It
is said, God is "able to do exceeding, abundant, above all that we
asic or think"�E-ph. 3 : 20. Truly : but this does not say that before
he does it for us he will not first open our eyes to see it, and our hearts
to pray for it. None of us now are able to express in prayer, or
to
entertain in thought, the infinite abihty of God to bless ; but as we
partake of this fullness, we are previously instructed by the Holy
Spirit, and that same Spirit, " assisting our infirmities," helpeth us to
pray understandingly, " according to the will of God."�JV. Oh. Adv.
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Experience of Mrs. Professor Upham.
The following blessed itenas of experi
ence are taken from the diary of Mrs. Up
ham. May our readers be rewarded with
" like precious faith." Ed. Rep. Hoi.
Feb., 1842.�To be a vessel, sanctified, and
naeet for the Master's use, is my highest
aim. I praise the Lord for the evidence I
have, that he does accept, and own me as
his child. I received, a few days since, a
special favor from on high, the sensible in
fluence of the Holy Ghost, breathed upon
me more powerfully than t had experienced
it since the memorable period, two years
since, when the glory of the Lord filled the
temple of my heart, and made it fully sub
servient to himself. Similar results have
followed. I have found the precious Word
more precious in its application to my
heart; have had increased happiness in
God, and renewed desires to be wholly his.
But, notwithstanding this gracious visita
tion, I find I am not exempt from powerful
temptation. I was in great fear, lest I
should sin against, and grieve the Holy
One. I could only look to Jesus and im
plore his aid, and while thus doing, or en
deavoring to do, for I could not pray to my
own satisfaction, my soul was set at liberty.
On the following morning, as I awoke from
sleep, I found these words had taken pos
session of my mind, "My strength is made
perfect in weakness," and I thought I fully
comprehended their meaning.
July 10.�My mind has been drawn out
unusually of late, to pray that God would
so control my whole mental being, as to
bring every thought into subjection to him
self. Why may not my intellect, my mem
ory, my imagination, be so subject to God
as to become a storehouse of holy thoughts
and images? Wliat measures shall I adopt
to secure this object? I answer, faith in
God. He can do it, and more specific faith
may effect the object. As far as may sub
serve thy glory, 0 thou Eternal Mind, I
would pray for an enlai'gement and im-
pi'ovement of mental capacities. Save me
from all vain imaginations, from idle and
wandering thoughts. Save me from all
unprofitable recurrence to past actions
which cannot be amended. Let my mind
rather be engrossed with God and pi-esent
duty; 1 find it greatly for my spiritual
benefit, yea, indispensable, to dismiss the
thoughts regarding past exercises and acts,
wliether pleasing or painful ; also, not to
I permit my mind to run in advance of the
present time. I live only in the present
moment, for the present passing moment
only am I responsible. By thus taking
care of each moment, my course in life
will become comparatively easy, and I may
expect to find grace equal tomy necessities.
July 18.�I now feel as if I had come
into the central attraction of God. Sanc
tification of mind, every thought brought
into captivity, has been my experience for
a few days past. It is surpassingly bless
ed ; beyond the power of language to express
what it is to the soul, thus to find God.�
My heart has long dwelt with him ; but 0
this to ising to and fro, this scattering of
the intellect�where shall it find a basis,
and rest at ease ? It now seems to have
stretched itself to God; or rather God, in
answer tomy prayer, has come to my mind,
and let me know what it is to have my
mind stayed on him, yea, united with his
mind. 0, blessed union with the Eternal
Mind! Thus are the drops of Heaven's
own bliss exhaled, and poured out, a deli
cious fragrance, into the soul of man. 0,
let me be ever looking up, as the eagle to
wards heaven, nor stop, nor tire, until all
I have and am, is wholly lost in God.
May.�The enjoyment of God is a rich, a
blessed experience ; happiness indeed, and
I reckon my li/e to have begun when I
found God, as revealed by the power of the
Holy Ghost, in and through Jesus, to my
soul. Then did the kingdoms of this world,
and the glory of them pass away ; and all
flesh became as grass, and myself an atom
of creation, and God all in all. Then were
the idols of my heart demolished, and my
soul cleansed; it could easily have found a
home among the pure spirits above, yea,
heaven was in my soul, for the indwelling
God, the Holy Ghost was there.
0 sacred temple ! has it since been pol
luted? Father, thou knowest. I hope, I
believe not. The foul breath of disease
and death has often blown upon it, but the
breath of the Eternal has consumed it, and
0, shall I not say it, left the temple still
his own? Lord, if it is so, I am wholly a
debtor to thy grace. Thou knowest my
weakness�through what straights of temp
tation I have sometimes passed ; how near
my feet have come to slipping, if I have
not slipped.
0 come, ye hearts of love, let us worship
and adore, and praise the Lord our Maker,
our Redeemer, our Sanctifier; the holy,
holy, holy, Thi-ee and One. in whom our
salvation is complete. In the beauty of
holiness, in the secret depths of the soul,
let us worship and love and adore, now
and forevermore. Amen.
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Address to Seekers of Holiness.
(Continued from June number.)
The necessity of complete holiness, as a
prerequisite for heaven has impressed itself
on all thoughtful minds. So clear have
been the revelations of Deity on this great
central truth, that Jews and Christians,
Catholics and Protestants, of all ages, have
moulded their faith and forms of religion
to meet the inexorable claim.
The fiat has gone forth, and, all enlight
ened men have been impressed with its
majestj'': " Without holiness no man shall see
the Lord " Every natural heart finds itself
without this element, and possessed of an
aversion to its attainment. Hence, as the
claim and necessity become more apparent,
each disquieted soul seeks to avoid the
issue, and defers the acceptance of saving
power. The love of sin, after all, reveals
itself in every unsanctified mind. The very
same spirit which kept the r wakened, with
ered, trembling, penitent, from accepting
pardon for months, and even years, though
under deep and painful convictions, now
stands with unrelenting opposition to pu
rity within. If the scriptures had been
wliolly silent on the subject, the expeiience
of merely justified men everywhere, plain
ly demonstrates, that the act of conversion
does not destroy the carnal mind. Let our
brethren who think w'th Count Zinzen-
dorflf, that they are completely cured from
inward defilement, by the act of pardon,
look tvilhin themselves, and find the incon-
tesvibie evidence which overthrows their
faith. This allusionj to some, may appear
unkind, but we ourselves have passed
weary years, after a clear conversion, in
terrible contention with that �� other law
at war with the la.w of the mind."
Hence to satisfy the demand forholiness,
and yet retain some form of sin, has been
the study of ail generations I
For fifteen hundred years, the Roman
Catholic Church has steadily believed,
that no man could enter heaven without
a completely holy nature. But who, of all
the millions in her communion, have been,
or are now, willing to he holy ? The whole
fraternity of popish dogmas and Christless
ceremonies, may be traced to the one desire,
in some way to avoid a direct and imme
diate application of Christ's blood, so aa
to give a longer reign to sin, and yet in
the end to avoid its consequences.
To this end the confessional, innumer
able indulgences, and the doctrine of a
futui e purgatory, for ages have been clung
to with a tenacity dearer than life. Hun
dreds of millions this day, who know they
cannot enter a holy heaven with sin upon
them, deliberately prefer to risk incon
ceivable misery in eternity, rather than
relinquish the love of sin I
But we need not go to degraded Roman
Catholics in order to find examples of men
and women skulking from the light of
truth, and gathering fig leaves to hide
their nakedness. It is not necessary to
refer to the Romish purgatory, to show the
unwillingness of Christian men to part
with sin, by washing in Christ's blood.�
What means that old time statement, that
" we are sanctified a little before, or in the
hour of deathf
Have protestants a purgatory too ? Has
Christ anywhere promised to save in death,
those who were unwilling to be saved in
life ? Dear reader, this appointment of a
distant day, and the employment of death
as a means of destroying sin, is but a re
finement of popery, which reveals unbelief
pi the blood of atonement, and a secret unwil
lingness to part wUJi the idols of thy heart.
Butmany of our brethren urge that they
are believers in, and earnest seekers of the
blessing of a holy heart, and think
want unduly to press them forward to the
object sought. Some of these have been
more than forty years approaching the
fountain of perfect love, and have not
reached it yet. Ministers, who solamnly
vowed five, ten, fifteen, thirty years ago,
that they would earnestly "groan after it,"
are still without the object sought. Many
of these our brethren, have often wept
alone over their own soul's barrenness,
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and the -want of deep moral power in their
ministry.
The question comes back upon us, why
this long delay ? One answer would not
be appropriate to all, as the delay may be
occasioned by a variety of causes.
1. We think that tens of thousands are
this day without full salvation, because they
are not really willing to be eraptied of every
thing but God. To say, we renounce our
sins, and sing,
Nothing on earth do I des're
But thy pure love within my breast,"
and to present to God, the heart willingness
to be emptied, are often two distinct things.
Unsaved sinners often talk about being
willing to be saved, and that they are now
ready to give up their rebellion, when at
that very moment, there is in the heart
enough rebellion to sink a nation! This
thing of being willing for tiucniy years to
be fully saved, and looking to Christ for
that time unavailingly, is simply and infi
nitely absurd ! No, my brother, you have
been unwilling to make the sacrifice: to
"pay the price." Examine closely and
you will find your inmost soul unwilling
now.
2. While with many, strong desires have
been kindled, and at least a partial wil
lingness of heart obtained, how few there
are who have really determined to be holy?
The want of this determination has kept
millions from purity of heart. Good de
sires, thinking and talking about being
holy, never make men holy. Preaching,
And reading, and praying, about holiness,
without being determined to be holy, never
yet availed with God. Reader there are
inward ligaments thai: must be sundered,
there is a right eye to pluck out, and you
liave not determined to undergo the opera
tion 1 Be honest with yourself before God :
Do you this day determine, cost what it
^vill, never to rest till every idol is swept
from your heart�all lusts�all worldly
love�pride�envy�jealousy�sinful an
ger�with every appetite of the flc^sh and
spirit adverse to Christ and holiness, are
completely washed out by atoning blood?
Do you solemnly determine, in the name
and strength of the Great Mediator, that
your heart�now trammeled, bewildered,
and enslaved, by its gravitations towards
corruption�shall be the seat of holy affec
tions ; the empire where Jesus reigns alone !
We hesitate not to say, that every soul
thus determining, with a settled mind,
will speedily be lead by the Holy Ghost,
to the full fountain of Christ's blood.
3. Others there are, however, who in
their sense, are willing, and have deter
mined to be holy, who have no seeming
prospect of being fully saved. We refer
to ten thousand times ten thousand be
lievers in Christ's religion, who know that
complete holine?s is the prerequisite for
heaven, and who have often seen and felt
the attainment to be very desirable, and
have sought and are seeking after it.�
Does the reader ask how this can be ? We
answer, they seek unscripturally.
The gi'eat mass of those seeking for a
gradual sanctification, will find upon ex
amination of themselves, that much of this
seeking is by works, and not by simple
faith in the, atoning blood. You will not
think us uncharitable in this conclusion,
after you have fairl}' investigated the facts
and pi'incipies adduced. We have before
shown, that a certain degree of light and
knowledge, both of our corrup<,ion and
God's method of salvation, were necessarj^
to precede either justifying or sanctifying
grace : and that there was, therefore, a
work of preparation leading to the one
and the other. But with this acceded, there -
is hardly an enlightened Methodist Chris
tian, in Europe or America, who would not
laugh at the idea of a sinner '^growing into
justificationf If an earnest penitent were
now to come to any evangelical minister,
or enlightened Christian, and indicate his
purposes to be saved, and his determiii.'i-
tion to seek pardon after the following
order, what counsel would be given him.
Suppose he were in tears to say, with
deep emotions: "I feel that I am a lost
sinirer, full of dotileraent and death. I am
convinced that my soul will perish if I do
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not find refuge in Christ. Now in view
of my wretched state, I am resolved to do
better. My passions are very strong, and
I will try and overcome them. I will read
the Bible, and attend church. I will give
some of my property to those who are in
need. I will try and learn the ways of
piety, and imitate Christians in my outer
life, and in the course of a few years, I
hope the Lord will have mercy upon my
poor soul !" What would you say to him,
intelligent Christian ? Here are the plain
facts. He is a lost sinner, and the Holy
Ghost has reached his condemned state.
He must be pardoned through Christ's
blood, or loose his soul. Do you send him
careering round by Mecca, Rome, and Si
nai, through the sacrifices of the law and
the ordeal of good works, to get rid of his
load ? Do you tell him, that after years of
alms-giving he will add enough value to
the great redemption price to save his soul
from Hell ? Or that there will be a won
derful virtue in the article of death, through
Cholera or Small Pox, which will help
Christ to redeem him ? No ! A thousand
times no ! 1 You say to him, with a confi
dent heart: " God so loved the world that
he gave his only begotten Son, that whoso
ever believeth in hik, should not perish, but
have everlasting life." And now, dear
lost man, if you are willing to let go of
your sins, Christ is this moment ready,
able, and willing to save you from them !
"Believe" this moment�having renounc
ed all and every other refuge�" on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved."
In so leading him you would send that
earnest soul home, shouting 1 he great sal
vation, before sun-down, while the same
man by undertaking to " (?row" into pardon,
might have sought forty years unavailing-
Well, now, here is another earnest in
quirer after God, whose heart may be
equally pained with its condition, equally
impressed with the necessity of saving
power. The Holy Spirit hatli shown him
by the light of regenerating grace, that
though his past sins were all freely for
given, in his inmost soul there exists a de
praved and unholy nature, involving en
mity to God�unholy lusts�a deep moral
leprosy. In the main he may have been
able partially to control these antognistic
elements, but alas I they are there! He
weeps at the view of his own uncleanaess.
He rises, and determines to go forward,
but he falls again. Over and over again,
some swelling tide of passion from within,
has swept wildly his best desires away,
and smiting upon his troubled breast, he
falls down in the presence of a Holy God!
Inquiring for light, the Divine Spirit sends
him to you, that you may "tell him words
whereby he may be saved." What do you
tell him? Where, and to whom do you
send him, to wash his stains away ? Do
you say to him,
" Brother, you must grow
in grace, and be more faithful in your
every-day duties, frequent the class and
conference room, the prayer circle, and
public worship. You must give more of
your money to sustain the church, and
feed the poor. You must conform your
outward life, more and more, to the re
quirements of Christianity, and be careful
about secret prayer. You must be just in
your dealings, and very chaste in your
conversation, and you will be sanctified
more and more f How many ages will it
require for that laboring soul to get to the
fountain of Christ's blood, if he simply
follows your counsels ? In principle, where
is the difference between your teaching
and the instructions given by the Church
of Rome? Why not tell him that the
atonement is insufficient�that the blood of
Jesus Christ can't cleanse his heart, and send
him by the confessional, the mummeries
of the priest-hood, and tell him he will
have to round up 'midst the fires of purga
tory ?
Now as indicated before, this whole
system of teaching on the subject of sanc
tification, leads practically and ever, to
the seeking of sanctification by works. It
dishonors the atonement; it curtails the
power of the Holy Spirit; it undervalues
the Bible, and effectually overturns the
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the law of faith! These are statements of
fearful import, hut we have weighed their
meaning, and trust, when you have pa
tiently followed out our line of thought,
that the justice of our conclusion will ap
pear.
� <��
HOLINESS IN PEACTICAL LIFE.
(Continued from June number.)
In all ages, the relation of employer and
employed, of master and servant, has ex
isted in society, pursuant to the order of
God. This relation of man to man, in the
very nature of things, must evermore con
tinue. The religion of the Gospel, while it
proposes to regulate, and make glorious
the relations of the family, designs to fur
nish its restraints, enforce its obligations,
and crown with its blessings the business
connections of life. While by birth, from
industry, or a favorable providence, some
have been blessed with capital, the care
and use of which demands the presence
of the laborer, there are thousands whose
lives and comfort depend upon being thus
employed. The relation of these to the
other, is one of seeming dependence, and
very easily opens the way for arrogance
on the part of the one, and humiliation
with the other. Human nature has always
been frail, and for the good man to fortify
his own soul against prevailing weaknesses
is wisdom in its highest type. But few
can fail to see that the most fearful dis
asters which have everfallen upon society,
have sprung from abuses of the relations
between the rich and the poor. The all
comprehending desolations, brought upon
millions of our country, find their origin
in this. The Scxuptural and reasonable
connection of master and servant, merged
into the anti-Christian one of master and
davc. This resulted in unparalleled arro
gance on the one hand, and a soul-destroy
ing submission on the other. While it
filled the master with pride, contempt of
God, love of injustice, cruelty and wrong,
it left the manhood of the slave merged
into the animal, paved the pathway to
countless agonies, and covered the heavens
with wrath, by the cry of unrequited toil!
Let all good men on earth, and all holy an
gels, unite in thanksgiving that the end of
this accui sed system has at last appeared
in view !
But still the relations of rich and poor,
of employer and employee, of master and
servant, exist, and will to the latest gen
erations of men. To hallow these, in all
tl eir every-day practical connections, is
the prerogative of our holy religion, and
to this end has she come on her mission of
love.
1. The relation of employer is one of
command. In its very nature, such posi
tion gives a commanding influence for
good or evil. How many thousands, now
in the employ of others, are daily influ
enced, and their characters moulded, by
those who employ them. How many voung
persons ripening into manhood, and wo
manhood, might be inspired with habits
of thought and a thirst for learning, while
laboring in the shop, on the farm, in the
office, the kitchen or the chamber, did
those who employ them exercise the com
manding influence of their position, in
pressing them to the contemplation of a
higher destiny. We fear there are many,
professing to be holy, who never think of
moving the soul of a servant girl to take
hold of books, and make herself a woman!
Many intelligent and devoted Christians,
with young men in their employ, who have
latent powers only wanting development,
to qualify them for glorious deeds ; yet
those Christians from year to year, have
not thought of moving them to earnest ap
plication 1
How many hundreds of young men are
now plodding about, with an aimless life,
who ought to be in the ministry, or in pre
paration for its solemn duties ? If wealthy
and devoted Christians, would move such
to habits of thought, and in some instances
furnish them means to aid them in niental
culture, how readily would they open their
way to a glorious destiny.
To meet the obligations of a holy life,
we will be compelled to interest ourselves
for the weal of all within our influence.�
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There are thousands of souls unsaved, now
employed in Christian families. How
many of these would speedily enter upon
the service of God, were the potent agency
of Christian employers to be brought to
bear earnestly upon them. In many in
stances, with Christian families, the ser
vant girl is left in the kitchen when God
is worshipped, and the "hired man," sent
off to the farm or the work shop 1 Many of
these, too, have no homes of their own, no
parents to teach them�no one to care for
their soul! How will Christian men and
women be able to meet their servants in
the day of Jesus Christ?
OUK REMOVAL.
The present number has been painfully
delayed, in consequence of the transfer
of the Repository from Springfield to Peo
ria. Its previous location in Springfield
was only designed as temporary, and that
location selected because of its being the
home of our esteemed associate. Rev. John
P. Brooks. His connection with the Repos
itory having been dissolved, and d conse
quent necessity for our presence to super
intend each issue, it was thought best to \
publish within the bounds of our own con-
fereni e, and nearer home.
Our friends in Springfield will ever be
kindly remembered, for their extensive
patronage, and the abundant favors shown
us. The present number will appear with
some marked typographical deficiencies,
resulting from our removal, which we
trust will be avoided in after numbers.
Our Coi-responding Editor.
We are hapyy to announce, that hereaf
ter the Rev. J. J. Fleharty will be recog
nized as our Corresponding Editor, and
trust that the readers of the " Repository"
will be edified with many excellent articles
from his pen.
To our Patrons.
Our sincere thanks are again tendered to
the many who have interested themselves
in the circulation of our Magazine. While
we are not able further to promise back
numbers, we have arranged to meet the
increasing demand, beginning with July.
We are cheered with the intelligence that
the " Repository is being made a blessing
to many of its readers, and trust that with
it will go the blessing of the Lord forever.
The attention of all our Headers
Is particularly directed to " S^>ecial Ap
peal," on last page of cover.
�He honors Christ most who obeys him
best.
�Where God gives much grace. He tries
grace much.
�A clean breast will be accompanied
Yf ith a clean life.
�When Satan sets thee upon a pinna
cle, look to thyself.
�We must not throw away our Bibles
because the devil quotes scripture.
�The best present we can make to Christ
is ourselves : He seeks not ours but us,
and rather desires what we are than what
we have.
-rThose that are least acquainted with
the cross, are usually the most confident
undertakers.
�As sin has destroyed our happiness,
so sin must be destroyed before our hap
piness can be restored.
�Cordials are good when the body is
faint, but no man can live upon cordials.
�A perfect God can no more approve of
sin in His creatures, than lie can commit
it himself.
�God is worthy of infinitely inore than
we can give-let us not give Him less than
all.
�Fell is truth seen too late.
�Joy in religion springs out of duty :
attend to duty and joy will follow.
lu bearing with meekness to be told
of our faults, is better evidence of humili
ty than to be always telling them ourselves
to others.
�When God tries you, then is the time
for you to try God.
�He that lives without prayer, or prays
without life, hatJi not the Spirit of God.|
